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BY WAY OF AN IN

One of the more nocent facets of modern society is its treatment of “the arts” as something to be harnessed and exploited, prostituted by the world of marketing. More often than not it is consumerism rather than revelation that sets the agenda for arts’ value and usefulness. There is also a view today that the arts ought to be isolated from the broader texture of our lives. Art belongs in galleries, concert halls and cinemas, and in the invented “world” of a text, those privileged purlieus of our society into which we can escape the “real” world.¹ According to this latter view, there is a thing called “life,” and then there is “art.” The real stuff happens in “life.” Art is merely escape from or, even worse, denial of life. Art is what we pursue in our “spare time” or it is what people do who can not “get a real job”! Such notions have not always been with us, however. Renaissance scholar Paul Oskar Kristeller has shown that prior to the eighteenth century, writers and thinkers “though confronted with excellent works of art and quite susceptible to their charm, were neither able nor eager to detach the aesthetic quality of these works of art from their intellectual, moral, religious and practical function or content.”²

My contention in this paper is that the Christian community in general, and its theologians in particular, cannot afford to embrace, consciously or unconsciously, any demarcation between “the arts” and “life.” All we have is of God. All life, therefore, is to be received with thanksgiving, and embraced with an appropriate anticipation of seeing the Giver’s signature not merely in the bottom right corner, but all over – the front and back and sides of life. Moreover, art takes life and does something with it that nothing else does. This paper shall seek to identify something of what that “something” is.

Beginning with a brief exploration of the labyrinthic relationship between art and sacrament, we proceed, with the help of Scottish theologian P. T. Forsyth, to engage some themes in Henrik Ibsen and Fyodor Dostoevsky, who both serve as theologians who illustrate and critique the role of the arts, particularly arts’ tragic elements, and offer valuable voices for a proper understanding of grace – and so of nature and life.

Frank Brown befittingly asserts that “the art that has the greatest religious significance is not necessarily the art of institutional religion but rather the art which happens to discern what religion in its institutional or personal forms needs most to see.” Art creates an experience of mind and heart that compares in kind, though not in measure, to the Beyond itself. Insofar as it does this, it is “sacramental,” not unlike prayer or preaching. As Flannery O’Connor penned, “The artist penetrates the concrete world in order to find at its depths the image of its source, the image of ultimate reality.” All art is sacramental in its nature. The artist is given, consciously or unconsciously, a certain vision, a truth (true or otherwise), a word (graced or otherwise), which strains to be embodied materially in such a way that that initial givenness is communicated, heard, and known as the creation, in Rowan Williams’ phrase, “moves from and into a depth in the perceptible world that is contained neither in routine perception nor in the artist’s … purposes.” Art is more, therefore, than memorial or symbol. It is icon. It is incarnation. More than ideas or associations of feeling, there is a transubstantiation that takes place in matter. Flesh is not thrown over the idea like a blanket. Rather, the idea itself finds embodiment and completion, indeed finds itself, in sinews, tendons, steel, oil, clay, semibreves and words. This enfleshment directs us not merely to the creation itself, but through it to its makers.

Human making – “the characteristic common to God and man” – is sacramental insofar as God elects to create graced occasions of encounter between humanity and himself. It is all that Farrow describes of the Church’s twin sacraments: “a movement from absence to presence … from chaos to order, darkness to light, death to life. It is an inventive, ordering event on the same plane as the act of creation, though its actual results are largely withheld from our view.”

---


5 Art, at least that art which names itself “Christian,” can have no place for Manichean or semi-Platonic ideas.


7 There is also a sense in which artists themselves are “sacraments,” mediating meaning in their very vocation, its costliness and misunderstanding.


9 God may or may not elect to make himself known though art. Art does not show us God. God alone can do that; but sometimes God uses art, among many other human pursuits and loves, to begin the showing. What art does do is to open up (and sometimes close) the door to Reality/Creation.

As O’Connor notes concerning novelists, the real artist is the one who “knows that he cannot approach the infinite directly, that he must penetrate the natural human world as it is.”\(^{11}\) Whilst art can never mediate the gospel itself, grace so works that art may mediate some word about the gospel, a half-gospel (or more), some shadows to a fallen world. To be sure, art cannot “explain” or “prove” the mysteries of God, nor does it usually seek to, but it does re-present, re-make, and re-create those (revealed) mysteries materially. Thus, in the celebrated preface to his 1897 novel, The Nigger of the “Narcissus”, Joseph Conrad rightly defines art as “a single-minded attempt to render the highest kind of justice to the visible universe, by bringing to light the truth, manifold and one, underlying its every aspect. It is an attempt to find in its forms, in its colours, in its light, in its shadows, in the aspects of matter, and in the facts of life what of each is fundamental, what is enduring and essential – their one illuminating and convincing quality – the very truth of their existence.”\(^{12}\)

Whether called “bad” or “good,” “high” or “low,” “skeptical” or “faithful,” art is never neutral. It is, in Picasso’s words, “never chaste.”\(^{13}\) Art is dangerous, risky. It not only demands to be heard, even if mis-heard, but in its “hearing” brings about a new situation. One is, as it were, “changed” by it, even “transported” by it. As Barth describes listening to Mozart: “Whenever I listen to you, I am transported to the threshold of a world which in sunlight and storm, by day and by night, is a good and ordered world.”\(^{14}\) In arts’ sign-making, its proclamation activity, something “new” happens – the kind of “newness” which is “new” precisely because we have been there before, or were made to be there in the future. In Browning’s oft-quoted words from Fra Lippo Lippi (1855):

> For, don’t you mark? we’re made so that we love  
> First when we see them painted, things we have passed  
> Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;  
> And so they are better, painted – better to us,  
> Which is the same thing. Art was given for that.\(^{15}\)

Browning asserts that the point of painting something is not to reproduce it exact-
ly (which is impossible), but rather to re-present it in such a way that others might “see” the reality of that which is represented for the first time. Like death, art interprets and expands life. The Aberdeenshire theologian, Peter Taylor Forsyth (1848–1921), notes that for the Victorian English Symbolist painter and sculptor, George Frederick Watts (1817–1904), “Art is interpretation. It is a branch of sacred hermeneutics.” He goes on: “Let natural beauty be what it may, artistic beauty is higher. And why? Because it is spiritual. Because you have in Art the finished product of which Nature is but the initial stage. Nature runs up into the artist. He crowns Nature with the miracle of living, conscious spirit.” Nature “rises to Art.” Art is nature “born again,” born anew of that “soul which is above Nature.” It is not a question of artists somehow imposing themselves on Nature, or representing Nature. Rather, Art is Nature uttering, completing and coming to itself “through the artist. That is real imagination.” Insofar as art contributes to our participation in God’s perfecting of creation, we can say that art perfects creation.

In our own day, Nicholas Wolterstorff has reminded us that one of the purposes of poetry (“the most spiritual and least sensuous of all the arts,” as Forsyth defines it) is not to impose illusion on reality, but rather to do the opposite. Poetry’s “hazy words” intimate a world, indeed a reality, both within and beyond the life of the poem, functioning not unlike a doorway through which the hopeful sojourner is invited to enter “the path of longing” and explore the land of life as it really is, not simply as it appears. Arthur Miller articulates that “while there are mysteries in life which no amount of analyzing will reduce to reason, it


18 Peter T. Forsyth, Christ on Parnassus: Lectures on Art, Ethic, and Theology (New York: Hodder and Stoughton, 1911), 260. Here Forsyth betrays his indebtedness to Hegel, although he does not share Hegel’s belief that art is only the middle stage between the exteriority of nature and the interiority of spirit. See George Pattison, Art, Modernity and Faith (London: SCM Press, 1988), 97. Hegel considers the Reformation as a summit, a triumph, of word over art. It is a summit from which we ought not descend to consider again art as an avenue of truth: “No matter how excellent we find the statues of the Greek gods, no matter how we see God the Father, the Christ and Mary so estimably and perfectly portrayed: it is no help; we bow the knee no longer.”

19 That there is such widespread distrust of art is directly related to widespread distrust of Nature, and of Nature’s God; a distrust that causes human blindness to creation’s true goodness.

20 Forsyth, Parnassus, 60.


is perfectly realistic to admit and even to proclaim that hiatus as a truth.” The significance of this truth for the Christian theologian should be obvious: faith lies nearer to the aesthetic and the dramatic than to the intellectual sphere of life. It is a grave crime that Christian theologians should ever demand that artists choose between two worlds – as if the Word is not still flesh, albeit uniquely his flesh – or vice versa. Both the calls to sacrifice or resist human artistry in favor of “belief,” and to sacrifice the imperative scientific discipline of theology in favor of human inventiveness, are invitations to cliche and vacuity and an unmooring from the truth.

INTRARE: THE REALISM OF THE TRAGIC

One place where arts’ sacramental nature finds a morally realistic voice is in the amphitheatre of the tragic. To flesh out whether our claim that faith lies nearer to the aesthetic and the dramatic than to the intellectual sphere of life can be defended, we could do little better than to turn to the work of the popular Norwegian poet and dramatist from Stockmannsgården, Henrik Ibsen (1828–1906).

Ibsen’s contradictory vision of life is fundamentally one of struggle – the “pathos of disillusioned idealism,” as Hermann Weigand put it. That said, there remains in Ibsen’s worldview a confession that life, even tragic life, has value. Ibsen identifies this value in life’s struggle itself. Life is but a tragic journey towards the “heart-chamber of what lies hidden.” For him, struggle is good, vitalizing and wholesome. “To live is to – fight troll-demons in vaults of the mind and heart.”

24 Art can never be separated from fideistic concerns, or from other human pursuits such as philosophy or science. There may be a primacy in one, but there can be no independence. See Forsyth, Parnassus, 4.
struggle for them that matters. The struggle for ideals is more important to [Ibsen]
than ideals themselves ... In fact Ibsen believed more in struggle than in any
permanent improvements. All development hitherto has been nothing more than a
stumbling from one error into another.”

Ibsen has no heroes or villains in his plays. Betraying his commitment to
depicting reality, he once wrote, “I do not write roles, but represent human be-
ings.” Characters are portrayed as real, with all their strengths and weaknesses.
While abandoning any hope of a graced-finale of life, Ibsen’s affirmation of strug-
gle remains essentially an affirmation of life: life is good because it harbors the
possibility of tragedy, and so of growth, process, and maturity. And for Ibsen, it
includes a kind of eschatology, a forward momentum in which the entire seem-
ingly apathetic and impotent mass is slowly moving forward. Weigand notes that
by conceiving life as “a rhythmical process and pronouncing it good,” Ibsen here
deprives himself “of any philosophical basis to fume in indignation against the
whole universal process.”

ACT 3: FORSYTH – ASSAYING IBSEN

While some adjudge tragic pessimism as a sign of arts’ moral decadence
and faithlessness, Forsyth considers art as not merely part of the “great dialectical
movement which is to bring all things into union with God,” but as a truth-teller
that holds up a mirror that abets its age to see what it does not want to, calling us
to see, hear, feel, smell and touch something of Nature’s moral catastrophe. To be
sure, Forsyth identifies the source of this tragedy as humanity’s sin, and the trivi-
ality of its sense of sin: “It is not a world out of joint that makes our problem, but
the shipwrecked soul in it. It is Hamlet, not his world, that is wrong.” Forsyth’s
probing analysis of human personhood, born of intense theological and psycho-
logical reflection that twenty-five years in pastoral ministry brings, equals that of
Pascal, Bonhoeffer, and particularly Kierkegaard, “in whom he found a kindred
spirit.” He maintains that the solution to this problem, the world solution, is
in what destroys its guilt, and that nothing can do this except “the very holiness

29 Janko Lavrin, “Ibsen and His Creation: III – The Strength of his Weakness,” The
New Age: A Weekly Review of Politics, Literature, and Art 24/9 (Thursday, 2 January,
1919), 140.
30 Cited in Archibald Henderson, European Dramatists (Cincinnati: Stewart & Kidd
Co., 1913), 168.
31 For Ibsen, tragedy and comedy stood very closely together. See Robin Young,
“Ibsen and Comedy,” in Cambridge Companion, 58-67; Bjørn Hemmer, “Ibsen and the
Realistic Problem Drama,” in Cambridge Companion, 68-88.
32 Weigand, Modern Ibsen, 126.
33 Pattison, Art, 87.
34 Peter T. Forsyth, The Church, the Gospel and Society (London: Independent Press,
1962), 94.
ology 4 (1951), 152.
that makes guilt guilt” in the first place.\textsuperscript{27} In Tolkien’s terms, the ring can only be destroyed in the very fires of Mount Doom from which it was forged.\textsuperscript{27} That destruction takes place in the Crucified Man. There in his Cross, and there alone, it finally penetrates into us that, morally, all the great tragedy and history of the world, including our own history, is tied up with its guilt. Forsyth cites Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Goethe, and Ibsen as examples of those who see this.\textsuperscript{27}

Forsyth’s reference to Ibsen is no passing one, for he sees in Ibsen one who painstakingly identifies the problem with humanism as lacking “moral realism.”\textsuperscript{27} Ibsen sees “a different world” from Thomas Hardy’s “impressive unfaith,”\textsuperscript{37} although Hardy, too, in his own way, “does a real service to the Christian.”\textsuperscript{37} In words that seem to suggest that Forsyth sees Ibsen’s work functioning not unlike the “natural” conscience, he writes: “[Ibsen] has not ‘found Christ,’ but he has found what drives us to Christ, the need Christ alone meets. [Ibsen] unveils man’s perdition, and makes a Christ inevitable for any hope of righteousness.”\textsuperscript{37} Here Forsyth sees Ibsen as an ally. Forsyth laments not only that Ibsen never read Kierkegaard more closely, but also that while critics with the judgment such as Ibsen do not grasp the revealed answer to the questions that plague the human heart and conscience, “the Church with the revelation does not critically grasp the problem, nor duly attend to those who do.”\textsuperscript{32} Of the Church he says,

We are unreal, sentimental and impressionist … with our Gospel. We handle the eternities, yet we cannot go to the bottom of things … We do not dwell beside the remorseless reality of God in His saving work, and so we do not reach with the final and conquering word the core of man and his need. We look on the world and say, “Ah! The pity of it.” We do not delve in our own hearts, as Matthew Arnold complained, and say, “Oh! the curse of it.” In a word, we do not grasp the moral tragedy of the race’s suicide, and we do not

\textsuperscript{36} Peter T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching and Modern Mind: The Lyman Beecher Lecture on Preaching, Yale University, 1907 (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1907), 228.
\textsuperscript{37} I am indebted to Trevor Hart (in private correspondence) for associating this metaphor with the atonement.
\textsuperscript{38} Forsyth, Preaching, 227-8. To be sure, as Forsyth insisted, neither art nor the Church can prescribe a morality. Only faith can do that. Forsyth, Parnassus, 280, 289, 293.
\textsuperscript{40} See Peter T. Forsyth, “The Pessimism of Mr Thomas Hardy,” London Quarterly Review 118 (October 1912): 193-219; Forsyth, “Treatment,” 105-6.
\textsuperscript{42} Forsyth, “Treatment,” 112.
grasp the Gospel … So much of our religious teaching betrays no sign that
the speaker has descended into hell, been near the everlasting burnings, or
been plucked from the awful pit. He has risen with Christ – what right have
we to deny it? – but it is out of a shallow grave, with no deepness of earth,
with no huge millstone to roll away.44

God’s remedy for creation does not involve a gentle wooing. It is not at all like
so much of the Church’s sickeningly sweet cough elixirs. God’s medicine “burns
as it goes down.”45 The sickness is too dire, and too much is at stake for anything
less potent. Ibsen knows something of this. In Peer Gynt, the old man of the
mountain says to the young Peer, “Human nature’s a funny thing. Hard to get rid
of. The more you pick at it, the faster it heals … I thought Old Adam was gone
for good – but here he is again. It’s no good, son in law. You’ve got chronic hu-
man nature. You need the operation.”46 To which the young man replied, “You’re
drunk … You’re out of your mind.”47 Too few in Christian history have been able
to articulate the severity of the human scene that the old man paints here. Too
often, Peer’s words are taken as the final word, even as “good news.” If he does
anything, Forsyth joins the old man, but goes even further: “Human Nature is a
good fellow enough – when you don’t cross him, or meddle with his bone. Then
he is less divine than canine.”48 What God in Christ was up against was to meet
head-on “the conscience that resents its easy forgiveness.”49 Hence not only does
Forsyth identity the “chronic human nature” and the cruciality of the need for “the
operation,” but he announces that we live now in a post-operation world. Like
too few others, Forsyth asserts that the locus of this eucatastrophic operation is
the human conscience (which needs life more than light50) – that locale in which
“we are mastered but not concussed.”51 To be healed here is to be made whole.
To leave conscience untouched, uncured, or to hope that the necessary antibiot-
ics might be enough to “do the job” is to be blinded to the veracity of the moral
(real) situation. Redemption and regeneration, not schooling in culture or piano
tuning for the soul, are what we truly need, and they are secured by God through
the crucible of judgment.

Forsyth identifies artists like Wagner, Schopenhauer and Ibsen as those who
“get it,” at least in part; those who “distrust the easy optimism of the merely happy

44 Forsyth, Society, 100.
47 Ibid.
48 Peter T. Forsyth, Socialism, the Church and the Poor (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1908), 28.
51 Forsyth, Preaching, 43.
creeds.” To be sure, Christianity is not, as Schopenhauer believed, ultimately pessimistic. But while pessimism may be “foreign to our crowning Christian instincts and our final Christian truth,” it is not alien to Christ, or to his secret or method. Thus in the face of the Church’s shallowness and obsession with trivialities, Forsyth entreats his North American hearers to “read Ibsen” who, more than most dramatists, carries us “closer to life’s moral realities.” Forsyth identifies that theology, which when done well is itself theo-dramatic reflection on the drama, has more to do with grasping reality as moral, as tragic, as an answered-problem to be lived in, rather than as a riddle to be solved by human acumen. And he identifies in the tragic poets and dramatists those who seem to understand something like holiness, “something like a sense of sin,” and that life’s real question, “the psycho-moral dilemma,” is not “How do I feel about God?” but “What dealings have I with Him?,” not as a concept but as the lead character in the drama. Forsyth sees in Wagner, for example, one whose “laden heart” cries for “more than a scheme from [a] vigorous mind. It rises from a burdened world, from a disjointed time, from lands where thought is too much divorced from action, and where the pressure of militarism upon industry co-operates with the ecclesiastical destruction of vital faith to reduce the vale, the reasonableness, the sanctity of life.”

Likewise, Ibsen’s drama is embodied tragedy yearning for a beyond. Like Nietzsche, Ibsen discerns that life culminates in its experiences of tragedy. But just as neither art nor life can have spectators, Ibsen is not a spectator in this tragedy. He is an actor. He is part of the reality. It “unhinge[s] his mind” and tears at his very being as it does for any who feel the question so deeply but do not know God’s resolve in the tragedy of the Cross. (Is this not why Ibsen’s master builder fears not death but judgment and retribution?) Forsyth identifies in Ibsen, because of his “unsparing ethical realism” and his sensitivity to life’s fundamental questions. “To save your soul from sunny or silly piety,” Forsyth tells preachers, “to realize the deadly inveteracy of evil, its dereliction by God, its sordid paralysis of all redeeming, self-recuperative power in man, its incurable fatal effect upon the moral order of society, read Ibsen. Yea, to realize how it thereby imports the element of death even into the moral order of the universe read Ibsen.”

CONTINUARE: FORSYTH – APPRAISING IBSEN

Forsyth identifies in Ibsen the cataclysmic despair of the analyst who,

53 Ibid., 220.
54 Forsyth, *Preaching*, 103.
55 Forsyth, *Art*, 221.
56 Miller, “Ibsen,” 231.
60 Forsyth, *Preaching*, 103.
crushed by the quagmire of the reality he has unearthed, is unable to find his way back to a synthesis. He praises Ibsen (and other “tragic poets”) for his recognition that what lies at the nucleus of the human problem is guilt. But Forsyth is not uncritical of these “apostles” for not recognizing what it is that makes guilt guilt, that is, holiness, and that as unveiled in God’s cross. This analysis leads Forsyth to say to these budding preacher-listeners, “Preach to Ibsen’s world, and there are few that you will miss. Only do not preach his word.” For while Ibsen “reads one book with uncanny penetration, the book of Man, Church, and Society, he has never turned the same piercing eye on the other book, the New Testament, and never taken Christ as seriously as he takes man. He is grimly, ghastly interpretive but not redemptive – like his analytic age.” And lest there be any who doubt the veracity and power of such a New Testament word to reach Ibsen’s world, Forsyth reassures his hearers that “Christ’s Gospel has the same radical, unsparing, moral realism, tearing to the roots, and tearing them up with relentless moral veracity. It has the note of thorough.”

Ibsen’s prophetic exposé, his “moral and religious genius,” his ability to unmask the “hypocrisy, self-deception, and sham with which contemporary society clothe[s] itself,” and to identify and ask the right questions, is imperative; even though, in Forsyth’s view, no answer comes. Forsyth contends that Ibsen “has enough conscience to know the nature of the true human burden; but he had not enough to bear it, still less to roll it upon another … He had the conscience to feel the sin of the world, but not the power of remedy … Like his age, he knew what a redemption should be better than he knew the Redeemer that has been … he understood the psychology of Redemption more than its power, the way it should take more than the way it did … He had the moral vision to feel the need of [the Christian Messiah], but not the spiritual power to recognise the gift of him through the hulls of his Church.” What Ibsen lacks is a gospel adequate to meet the cataclysm he so critically sees. His proficiency is that he is ever “aware of the rodent with sharp eyes and teeth, living in fierce terror behind the grubby walls of life,” but he is “never taught by any competent mind to haunt the spot where absolute ethic and infinite mystic meet in Christ.” He grasps life’s fundamental moral realities, but life is not a seductive puzzle to be solved by human acumen, but a “tragic battle for existence, for power, for eternal life.” As we shall see, what Ibsen fails to grasp, the Russian writer Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky (1821–1881) embraces with both hands, as though life depends on it.

---

61 Ibid., 104.
62 Ibid., 105.
63 Forsyth, “Treatment,” 120.
65 Forsyth, “Treatment,” 121.
66 Ibid., 122.
God’s creational mandate involves a lot more than breeding. It involves the Edenization of creation – taking the life of Eden, of grace, to the ends of the earth. As a grace, therefore, art is not an “optional extra” of human being, or of the telling of good news, but it is part of the constraining means of that being and telling. Artists live out the reality of that blessing through adding value to the created order, the “very good” of God. So human artistry is constituted in God’s covenant with creation, but because of the grace of God revealed in the economy of God’s action in Jesus Christ, and notwithstanding that the arts do indeed find theological grounding in the action of divine enfleshment, art finds its final meaning in the cross where the Triune God creatively answers himself from humanity’s side.

The language of “sacramentality” and art must, therefore, be approached with caution. Specifically, it must be approached christologically and christocentrically. For if we seek to understand sacramentality in terms of creation alone, we will inevitably flatten out all sacraments; that is, if everything is sacramental, then nothing is. The uniqueness of the Church’s sacraments, whether one, two, or more, lies in the fact that they are proclamations of specific (divine) historical activities, specifically the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ, and are to be practised as those activities that “proclaim the Lord’s death (and, presumably, resurrection) until he comes” (1 Cor 11:26). We may, in the absence of another term, speak of arts’ “sacramentality” whilst affirming that art can never be a “sacrament” as such. It has a sacramental nature, but it is not a sacrament. Whilst it can proclaim the truth, it can never proclaim the whole truth and nothing but the truth. It is not art, but Jesus Christ, the truth of God, who is the one Mediator between God and humanity, and who speaks the whole truth – that is, the truth of the Father. Art can never usurp this place and is only being idolatrous when it tries. The Church has one Sacrament, and his name is Jesus Christ.

Thus just where one might be tempted to utilize Natural Theology to bridge the gap between the question and the answer, between sin and redemption, Forsyth introduces something noticeably absent from Ibsen’s corpus – the priority of grace. For while “nature cannot of itself culminate in grace, at least it was not put there without regard to grace. Grace is Nature’s destiny.” Apart from grace, nature becomes abstruse, unreal and inhuman. Apart from nature, the physical stuff of the world too dust-bound to satisfy metaphysical enquiry, grace tends toward despair and absurdity. “Nature, if not the mother, is the matrix of Grace.”

---

69 Baptism and Holy Communion are sacraments in so far as they “proclaim” the Sacrament (Word) of Jesus Christ. It is also important to note here that the sacraments (and preaching) do not actualise Christ, but are only possible as “real presence” because of the actuality which precedes the possibility. See Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics II/1, trans. T. H. L. Parker, et. al. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1985), 55.
70 Peter T. Forsyth, This Life and the Next: The Effect on This Life of Faith in Another (London: Independent Press, 1946), 69; cf. Forsyth, Art, 98.
that grace is bloodied, despised and rejected, crushed for the iniquities of, and laden with punishment for those who hide their faces from it. Grace is never an abstract thing. Nor is it cheap. Grace is a man groaning on a cross, dying, as Gerd confesses, on a “bitter tree,” not only for his friends but also for those who would wish him and his Father dead. Grace is a person redeeming in holy love. Grace is God in eucatastrophic action in the face of Nature’s catastrophe. Grace is God taking seriously the scandalous nature of sin’s offence, and himself going down into the experience of nothingness and dread, into hell, into death, into the furnace of God’s own wrath, into the radical depths of its wound, in order to save. There can be no higher gift. Moreover, such grace alone satisfies the human (and divine) conscience, which requires not merely an explanation of the Cross, but its revelation. This grace alone, the grace of the initiating Father, carries humanity home and brings peace to the human spirit.

God’s love is impotent if it is not holy – and holy is the one thing Ibsen cannot afford his God to be. This is revealed in the final scene of Peer Gynt. After Buttonmoulder’s challenge, the wayward Peer has opportunity to know the gift of repentance, to grow up, to know forgiveness, to come home. Clinging to Solveig and hiding his face in her lap, he squalls, “My mother; my wife; purest of women! Hide me there, hide me in your heart!” But here, pietà-like, in Solveig’s arms, in the one place he might know freedom and come home, she robs him (and he allows himself to be robbed) of his one hope of forgiveness, of redemption, of life, of homecoming. And this is precisely because there is no confession of holiness, and no recognition of guilt. There is not even remorse, even while he was in the far country.

Glossing over the depth of Peer’s tragedy, Solveig offers cheap, although sincere, grace as she softly sings,

Sleep, my boy, my dearest boy!
I will rock you to sleep and guard you.

The boy has sat on his mother’s lap.
The two have played the livelong day.


72 Ibsen, Brand, Peer Gynt, 248. Significantly, these words come out of the mouth not of the priest Brand, but of Gerd, the mad gypsy girl who tries to talk Brand into going with her to the “ice church” in the mountains. But just when the Christian reader might get excited that Ibsen may have perceived something of an answer to the questions he identifies through the mouth of Gerd, she turns around and confesses that the “tree of the cross … this thing [that] was done long years ago” is all a lie taught to her by her father when she was little, and that Brand himself is really “that Man … the Saviour” (ibid.).


74 Ibsen, Brand, Peer Gynt, 421.
The boy has lain on his mother’s breast
The livelong day. God bless you my sweet.

The boy has lain so close to my heart
The livelong day. He is weary now.

Sleep, my boy, my dearest boy!
I will rock you to sleep and guard you."

Here, Solveig functions as a kind of uncertain Natural Theology whose concern is more for aesthetics and harmony than reconciliation. “She may,” Forsyth says of Natural Theology, “hold to her fitful breast her tired child, soothe her fretful sons, kindle her brilliant lovers to cosmic or other emotion, and lend her imagery to magnify the passions of the heart; but for the conscience, stricken or strong, she has no word. Therefore she has no Revelation.” And because she has no revelation, she can neither offer nor bring reconciliation. Indeed, in her eyes, Peer has nothing to repent of, or be forgiven for. He is home now. That is all that matters. Thus Solveig sanctifies Peer in his guilt, leaving him wretched – with Button-moulder having opportunity to again speak, perhaps even have the final word, in spite of Solveig’s final hope that Peer had indeed become a “home-returner.”

A BREVIOLOQUENT DETOUR: TWO PRODIGALS, TWO GIRLFRIENDS, AND VARIATIONS ON THE THEME

The cost of Solveig’s relationship with Peer in the play’s final scene can be profitably contrasted with that of another epilogue, Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment, first published in 1866. While Solveig has sacrificially waited for her home-returner to reappear from the grave of lostness, the obsequious and unpretentious prostitute Sonya Semyonovna Marmeladova has followed her beloved and impoverished student-turned-murderer Rodion Raskolnikov to a Siberian prison, his fortress for eight years.

77 Ibsen, Brand, Peer Gynt, 421.
78 Significantly, the German translation is entitled “Guilt and Expiation.” Dostoevsky rates no mention in any of Forsyth’s books.
79 Sonya is the religious daughter of a drunk, Semyon Zakharovich Marmeladov, who Raskolnikov meets in a pub near the beginning of the novel and continuously finds himself drawn to throughout the novel. Raskolnikov enjoys her grace-ful support, even though one of his victims (Lizaveta) is her friend. She encourages him to take up faith and confess. He does, and after his confession she follows him to Siberia where she lives in the same town as the prison; it is here that Raskolnikov begins his “rebirth.”
80 A word play on raskol, meaning a schism, or split. The Raskolniki were members of a sect of “Old Believers” who broke away from the Russian Orthodox Church in the seventeenth century.
81 Dostoevsky himself was sentenced to four years in a Siberian camp (the Peter and
Raskolnikov had once conceived of himself as a great Übermensch, as a Napoleon, who wasn’t bound by the same tired old moral codes that others recognize, if not obey. Nevertheless, after committing his appalling twin murder and robbery, he finds that he cannot evade his punishment; he cannot silence his sentient and over-encumbered conscience and is subsequently submerged into a hell of bedevilment and tormenting madness. Finally, he is driven, most un-Peer like, to full disclosure, to confession—“without distorting the facts, without forgetting the slightest details. He recounted the whole process of the murder to the last trace”—and that first to Sonya. To the “great annoyance” of those who wanted to defend him—psychologists, friends, his landlady and maid—Raskolnikov, entirely unlike Peer, “did almost nothing to defend himself.” Now in prison, he feels constrained to know why, “what precisely had prompted him to come and confess his guilt.”

What Dostoevsky’s work betrays is a fascination, even a “divine-demonic-obsession,” with the ultimate depths of reality as moral. And like Ibsen, Dostoevsky is concerned to illuminate the value of the tragic in that reality and how this is borne, Macbeth-like, in the human conscience. Thus, after a dream of the flogging to death of an old horse, Raskolnikov asks, “Can it be starting already, can the reckoning come so soon?” This is no mere “laceration of the nerves,” however. Rather, here Dostoevsky gives voice to the truth that “whoever has a conscience will no doubt suffer … That’s his punishment—on top of penal servitude.” So in The Brothers Karamazov, he writes, “There is nothing more seductive for man than the freedom of his conscience, but there is nothing more
While later on Raskolnikov briefly attempts to justify his crime to Sonya by asserting that suffering is merely a consequence of extensive intelligence and a feeling heart, he knows that this is merely an eschewal from the truth of things. So when Sonya tells him that atonement is required for redemption, he receives this word as it is – a revelation into the workings of grace – and so confesses his sin and seeks to bear the accompanying punishment. Sonya here does what Solveig fails to do: call sin “sin.” Raskolnikov becomes convinced that not only must he confess his crime, but that he – he himself – must bear suffering as a means of expiation. He recognises the *must* of repentance – “burning repentance, that breaks the heart, that drives sleep away, such repentance as torments one into dreaming of the noose or the watery deeps!” – and how it might “herald a future break in his life, his future resurrection.” At one point Raskolnikov blamed fate for not sending him such. But now, as a lover of St John’s Gospel, he knows that the grain of wheat must first fall to the ground and die. His fellow prisoners, who had “all come to love Sonya so much,” were right at this point, “You ought to be killed,” they said. Raskolnikov errs, however, in thinking that this dying is an action that he might perform on himself, a notion reflecting Dostoevsky’s own conviction. Berdyaev asserts that “Dostoevsky believed firmly in the redemptive and tormenting for him either.”


93 Ibid., 545.

94 Ibid., 546.

95 In his preliminary notes on *Crime and Punishment*, Dostoevsky writes: “There is no happiness in comfort; happiness is bought by suffering. Man is not born for happiness. Man earns his happiness and always by suffering. There’s no injustice here, because the knowledge of life and consciousness (that is, that which is felt immediately with your body and spirit, that is, through the whole vital process of life) is acquired by experience *pro and contra*, which one must take upon one’s self. By suffering, such is the law of our planet, but this immediate awareness, felt with the life process, is such a great joy that one gladly pays with years of suffering for it.” Fyodor Dostoevsky, “Appendix, from *The Notebooks for Crime and Punishment*,” in *Crime and Punishment*, trans. C. Garnett (Ware: Wordsworth Classics, 2000), 467. This notion reappears in the epigraph of *The Brothers Karamazov*, preceding John 12:24. Cf. Predrag Cicovacki, “Searching for the Abandoned Soul: Dostoyevsky on the Suffering of Humanity,” in *The Enigma of Good and Evil: The Moral Sentiment in Literature*, ed. A.-T. Tymieniecka (Dordrecht: Springer, 2005), 367-98.
regenerative power of suffering: life is the expiation of sin by suffering.”96 Dostoievsky once confessed to his wife: “God gave you to me so that … I might expiate my own great sins.”97 Certainly, he believed that earthly suffering is purgative, regenerative.98 But as the Epilogue draws to a close it becomes increasingly evident to Raskolnikov that it is not our penance that holiness demands, but our death. Here Dostoyevsky betrays an insight into the workings of holy grace only hinted at in Ibsen. Unlike Raskolnikov, Peer refuses to die, to enter his grave. Thus there can be no “renewed future” or “complete resurrection into a new life,” as Raskolnikov and Sonya know and which gives them hopeful resolve to “wait and endure” the time in Siberia.99 Now, “instead of dialectics, there was life, and something completely different had to work itself out” in Raskolnikov’s consciousness.100 Despite Solveig’s sincerity and patience, she never knows the love and concern of a transformed human being – one who was dead but is now alive – as Sonya does. The Lazarus Raskolnikov worries, his heart “beating heavily and painfully,”101 after Sonya when she is ill. Raskolnikov is transformed from tormenter to tormented, to death, to resurrected lover. Forgiven, he can now love Sonya and embrace the future with her.


98 We must demonstrate care here that we do not read Dostoevsky’s own convictions through the lenses of Raskolnikov. For while there is enough evidence in Dostoevsky’s writing to suggest that he may have believed in the unique sin-bearing activity of God in Jesus Christ, what Raskolnikov clearly fails to grasp at this point is the truth that the seeking of redemption via self-atonement – what Forsyth calls our “silly notions of making it up” with God – is an act not of repentance but of the greatest pride. Forsyth, Society, 94. Few, if any, have given clearer voice to the sinfulness of human flesh seeking to establish its own dignity than Luther. See Gerhard O. Forde, On Being a Theologian of the Cross: Reflections on Luther’s Heidelberg Disputation, 1518 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997); Roland Bainton, Here I Stand: Martin Luther (Tring: Lion Publishing, 1987), 82-3.

100 Ibid., 550.
101 Ibid., 548.
Raskolnikov and Sonya are given to understand that in the face of cosmic defiance and insurgency, grace cannot stop at repentance and suffering. Grace means death. Grace is not about the resuscitation of one in a moral coma, but about the resurrection of a corpse. Unlike Solveig or Peer, what Sonya and Raskolnikov begin, perhaps, to recognize is that their sin threatens the very existence of the moral order, even of God. Atonement, therefore, is not a question of human happiness through agony. That would make it bearable but not necessary. Neither is it a question of equivalent punishment. Rather, atonement is a “must.” In the face of evil, positive holiness – that is, the holy God – must exert and express himself as “creative reaction”\(^{102}\) in holy judgment. There is no question here of Raskolnikov’s sin being ignored or swept under the carpet or even somehow absorbed into the moral structure of creation. But neither is it a question of balancing the scales via suffering. Sin can be given no value by God, nor redeemed or reconciled by him. As the infernal contradiction of holiness, sin must be judged, condemned, vanquished and made naught. More morally astute than Ibsen, Dostoevsky, in *The Brothers Karamazov*, identifies that there is one who “took everything that was exceptional, enigmatic and indeterminate, took everything that was beyond people’s capacity to bear.”\(^{103}\) This judging, condemning and vanquishing is borne not in Raskolnikov but in the “God-man, …‘the only sinless one’ and his blood!”\(^{104}\)

What Solveig entirely fails to grasp, and Sonya perhaps only barely sees, is that it is holiness rather than compassion that redeems.\(^{105}\) Indeed, only holiness can do. But holiness is not mere process. Nor could it establish itself via such, nor by natural force. It is action, and it is action that God alone can perform, for only God can “answer Himself and meet the demand of His own holiness.”\(^{106}\) Holiness must find, prove, and establish itself in creation “by its own nature”\(^{107}\); that is, by its gospel. In the face of sin, divine holiness and righteousness is in conflict for its life. In this conflict, God is either “secured or lost to the world for ever.”\(^{108}\) It took the reconciliation of the world to save Raskolnikov and Peer.

Creation’s destiny, therefore, is bound up with whatever, or whoever, does most justice to God’s holiness. It is, therefore, bound up with the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Holiness must so die as to put death to death, thus

\(^{102}\) Forsyth, *Jesus*, 87.
\(^{103}\) Dostoevsky, *Brothers*, 293.
\(^{104}\) Ibid., 283.
robbing sin of “its chief servant”109 and its power to repel. Holiness is then resurrected, a universe reclaimed, in Jesus Christ. There can be no “easy forgiveness,”110 all things considered. The holy nature of divine love is such that “a holy God could not look on sin without acting on it; nor could He do either but to abhor and curse it, even when His Son was beneath it.”111 It was this Son who called to Lazarus, that embodiment of hope for Raskolnikov, “Rise!”112 Sin is smog, Dostoevsky said, “and the smog will disappear when the sun rises in its power.”113

The comparison of Peer Gynt and Raskolnikov ought to serve as a warning against the temptation to define God’s love in abstraction from God’s holiness or the economy of God’s work. God is love not because God loves, but because, as Forsyth asserts, “He has power to subdue all things to the holiness of His love, and even sin itself to His love as redeeming grace.”114 God’s love is meaningless unless it goes out in judgment to destroy every enemy of love. To love all is to judge all and subdue all into holiness.

The holy love that defines the perichoretic life of the Triune God has, by the grace of the Father in the action of the incarnate Son and by the mission of the Spirit, overflowed freely towards those outside of God’s community in a simultaneous two-fold movement of divine kenosis and human plerosis in which creatures are graced to enter into the holy communion of love that the Triune God has ever known and spoke creation into being for participation in. Every artist works in this reality, and some are given to see it in part now, even as one day all shall know it fully.

Forsyth observes that the “great dramatists of the day,”115 like Wagner and Ibsen, are able to present us with the problem of guilt due at least partly to their denial of any Hegelian optimism. In this they are not only critics but also poets and theologians.116 Indeed, it is the lack of “moral realism” and “indelible spiri-

109 Ibid., 148.
110 Forsyth, Preaching, 201; Forsyth, Theology, 28.
111 Forsyth, Work, 243.
112 The raising of Lazarus is mentioned seven times in Crime and Punishment, the final time in the context of Raskolnikov’s own “restoration to life.” The only book permitted to Dostoevsky in prison was The Gospels which he kept until his death.
114 Forsyth, Cruciality, 205, 60.
115 Ibid., 105.
116 Ibid., 106. Speaking at Aberdeen University in 1906, Forsyth reflected on his student days saying: “Tones from the solemn masks of the Greek dramatists taught us to vibrate with the shock of man’s collision with fate. We begun to acquire the sense of the world’s tragedy. Shakespeare bore in upon us the connection of tragedy and destiny, the moral nature of doom, the interplay of sin and sorrow … We stood before the old anomaly of life, the pity, the terror, the mystery, the enormity of it all … We learned not only the cosmic problem of the savant, but the moral problem of the sage.” Peter T. Forsyth, “Principal Forsyth on Church and University: A Striking Address,” Aberdeen Free Press (24 September 1906), 11.
tual instincts” in the Church that drives artists like Ibsen and Dostoevsky – even makes them – to “create a poetic symbolism” capable of giving voice to the reality of the human scene.\textsuperscript{117} They are also able to point us to a truth that some kind of amnesty and deliverance is indispensable if humanity is to enjoy a future, and even that this calls for some sense of sacrifice, perhaps even death. However, in the final analysis, Forsyth insists, Ibsen and his fellow dramatists of pessimism are unable to reveal to us the true nature of our guilt or give us “what we need most, and at bottom most crave”\textsuperscript{118}: not self-extenuation or evolution beyond ourselves, but our regeneration, our reconciliation, our home-coming, which is found not in sacrificial death alone, but only in that of an atoning kind. This only comes in One who really stands on the earth (something Ibsen’s redeemer never does), who moves into our Siberian prisons, and who dies as the Holy securing holiness through an act that simultaneously hallows God’s name in all the earth.

As Forsyth notes, many of Ibsen’s “successors and imitators like Galsworthy and Shaw” are capable of showing us our inconsistencies. Indeed, “any moral amateur can do that.”\textsuperscript{119}

Their works do not leave us as even the gory close of a Shakespeare tragedy does, with the sense of something far more deeply interfused and dimly rounding all. We have from them the sound in our ears of the frayed surf grinding on the broken shore, and dusted with the driven sand; but we have not the murmur nor scent of the infinite sea, beating upon these ragged rocks, and meeting their hideous cruelty with something higher than the soft, the shining, and the fair – whose cruelty can be worse than theirs.\textsuperscript{120}

Forsyth’s challenge to these poets and playwrights is to arrest something final that has taken place by him whose purity we have soiled, whose love we have despised, whose will we have crossed, and whose holiness we have raped. So, Forsyth insists that Christ’s “first purpose was not Shakesperian – to reveal man to man.” It is higher than that. “The relief that He gives the race is not the artist’s relief of self-expression, but the Saviour’s relief of Redemption. He did not release the pent-up soul, but rebuilt its ruins.”\textsuperscript{121}

It was neither Galahad nor Arthur that drew Christ from heaven; “it was a Lancelot race.”\textsuperscript{122} And in the final analysis, neither Ibsen nor his imitators “really get beyond the notion of each man being his own atoner, the notion of a kind of atoning suicide, in a death that satisfied his nemesis but not as holy judgment or Redemption (Rosmersholm), and far less as Reconciliation.”\textsuperscript{123} In fairness to Ibsen, he himself admits this lack of resolution in a letter to George Brandes in

\textsuperscript{117} Forsyth, “Treatment,” 106.
\textsuperscript{118} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{119} Ibid., 106.
\textsuperscript{120} Ibid., 106-7.
\textsuperscript{121} Forsyth, “Revelation,” 112-3.
\textsuperscript{122} Forsyth, Society, 102.
\textsuperscript{123} Forsyth, “Treatment,” 111.
1875 when he says, “Don’t urge me, friend, to solve these dark equations; I’d rather ask; my job’s not explanations.” Nevertheless, Forsyth refuses to let him off the hook that easily. Ibsen’s tragedy is true, but not tragic enough, not real enough. Peer is no Raskolnikov, nor Solveig a Sonya. This is because Ibsen lacks knowledge of One who can “create in him the repentance which alone must create personality out of such chaotic material as he [finds]. He [has] the conscience to feel the sin of the world, but not the power of remedy.” His job may not be about explanations, but it could at least partly be. That is Forsyth’s point. Nevertheless, for the sake of identifying and giving voice to the right questions, Ibsen, and those prophets like him, must be read, and re-read. Theology needs them.

In his penetrating book, *Grace and Necessity*, Rowan Williams asks, “What is the world that art takes for granted?” It is an important question, and one with which Christian theologians must engage if we are to understand the relationship between art and creation, and indeed creation (or art) at all. What art does is to help us “understand creation,” not just its physicality but its morality serving to identify and unmask humanism’s determination to downplay moral realism. The other thing that art affirms about creation is its inherent value, not as a rung to something better, or as the arena for life’s rehearsals, but in creation’s utter freedom to delightfully be all that God calls, keeps, and rejoices in it to be. Whilst heaven arches over the earth, it never weighs it down, or crushes or devours it. In Barth’s words, “Earth remains earth, with no need to maintain itself in a titanic revolt against heaven. Granted, darkness, chaos, death, and hell do appear, but not for a moment are they allowed to prevail.”

Forsyth challenges us to question whether Christian theologians are not too often reluctant, contemptuous or simply lacking in confidence in the truth of the gospel to authentically engage with secular literature and art, preferring instead the (deceptively) safe ghetto of a self-created sub-culture in which the discourse – its language and questions – is so set from the inside that it threatens to spiral in on itself. In a time when the Christian community is feeling challenged to identify points of contact between the gospel and the culture (to its own sub-cultures as well as to the world’s) to which and in which it is called to articulate its faith, Forsyth reminds us that artists like Ibsen and Dostoevsky are “a gift of
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God to us,”130 and that we ignore them at our peril. They are, at core, theologians! Perhaps they are not theologians of the Church, but they are certainly theologians to the Church:

Their bitter is a tonic to our time. They are the protest of a self-respecting conscience against an idyllic, juvenile, sanguine, and domestic tyranny of Life. It is the great dramatists that are the great questioners, the great challengers, the great and serviceable accusers of current, easy, and fungous sainthood. It is not the learned critics that present the great challenge which draws out the last resources of a Gospel. They are too intellectualist. It is the great moral critics like Ibsen, Carlyle, and their kind. They lay bare not our errors but our shams.131

It is true that Ibsen preaches but a half-gospel and, as we shall see, half-gospels ultimately have no future. However, it is a half we need to hear, especially since it is the half that is omitted so often in the Church’s proclamation. To see the revelation of this front half of the gospel seems to require both feet being in the one place, on earth, and that is where Ibsen stands, albeit he is unable (or unwilling) to look up. If human activity and thought, at its best, reflect something of corporate humanity’s participation in the vicarious ministry of a crucified and risen Christ through the Spirit who gathers up all our questions and tragic groans and offers them to the Father through sanctified lips, then it is imperative that we listen to and learn from today’s prophet-artists – the poets, musicians, sculptors, filmmakers and philosophers – who scratch where people itch – and where they should! We need to remember that the New Testament speaks not only of the kingdom of heaven but also of parables of that kingdom.132 The work of these prophet-artists is parabolic in its adroitness for articulating ancient theological truths in fresh ways, giving articulate voice to the questions that gnaw at us and to our longings for transcendence. Here reason and empirical engagement alone leave us wanting – indeed dislocated. We need the arts to unveil for us moral realism, “real life in all its discord,”133 and to show us what drives us to the One who alone is the spring of living water who so satisfies our thirst that we will never be thirsty again. People like Woody Allen, George Steiner, Morrissey, David Williamson, Leonard Cohen, Brett Whiteley, Thich Nhat Hanh, a plethora of Sufi poets, and film directors like Ingmar Bergman, Andrei Tarkovsky, and David Fincher all do this well. In this they serve as what older theologians called ancillae theologiae, handmaidens of the knowledge (word) of God. Many theologians have been guilty of theological obscurantism and of arrogantly ignoring the insights of what Forsyth might call our “schoolmasters.”134 We have been too slow to accept not only that the earth is

130 Forsyth, Preaching, 104.
131 Ibid.
132 Barth, Mozart, 57.
133 Ibid., 33.
134 Forsyth once referred to the secular university as “a schoolmaster to bring us to the world’s Christ and to leave us with no other refuge than the cross.” Forsyth, “Princi-
God’s and the fullness thereof, but also that we live in a world already redeemed, and that is being so.\textsuperscript{135} We have been too slow to hear and receive the eucharistic joy of creation.

Trevor Hart is right to suggest that this suspicion of “weavers of fictions and conjurors of illusions . . . can serve only to detract from the truth rather than to illuminate it.”\textsuperscript{136} Indeed, Forsyth notes that faith without imagination is incomplete, and imagination baseless without faith. “Neither can stand for the other, or do its work.”\textsuperscript{137} Great harm has been done to the Christian faith by neglecting artistic imagination, whether inside or outside the Christian community, and in disregarding such \textit{ancillae theologiae}. There are, encouragingly, many examples of where such positive engagement is taking place, where long-held suspicions are dissolving, where dialogue is mutually edifying, and where art is valued for the contribution it makes “as art” and not simply for how it can be harnessed or “baptised” as a lubricant for what is considered to be of “real” substance, or reduced to a “mere cipher for pre-ordained religious meanings.”\textsuperscript{138} In the past, Bach,\textsuperscript{139} Rembrandt, Tolkien, and, perhaps, Mozart served as prodigious examples of believers whose legs seemed long enough to straddle both worlds without dishonoring the dignity of either. Could not the best sermon ever preached on Luke 15:11-32 be that 1668/69 oil on canvas hanging in The Hermitage in St. Petersburg – Rembrandt’s \textit{The Return of the Prodigal Son}? And today, many others are also engaged in this courageous quest and tradition. Alfonse Borysewicz, Robert Cording, Makoto Fujimura, Mark Jarman, Les Murray, and Michael Symmons Roberts serve as admirable exemplars.

\textit{MONITIONEM: HALF-GOSPELS}

To rest here, though, would be to fail to tell the whole story. Worse, merely “listening” to culture would be placing us in danger of selling out the gospel and its “creative, self-organising, and self-recuperative power”\textsuperscript{227} to a culture that “asks but a half-gospel.”\textsuperscript{227} At its worst, it would be a sell-out to a culture that needs not simply improvement or completion, but judgment and redemption; not fulfillment of its perceived needs, but the forgiveness of its sins. At its best, it

\textsuperscript{135} Ps. 24:1; Jn. 16:33. This does not mean the cessation of the need for discernment. Cf. 1 Cor. 10:23-31.
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would be to sell out to a culture which bears the cross, supping its sorrow, but sees no Resurrection. As Forsyth describes Rossetti, “He was familiar with the Angel of Death; but he did not see the Angel of the Resurrection ever close behind.”

In light of the ugliness, and hidden beauty, of the Christian gospel, Eberhard Jüngel warns that “beauty and art are both welcome and dangerous competitors with the Christian kerygma, for in the beautiful appearance they anticipate that which faith has to declare, without any beautiful appearance and indeed in contrast to it: namely, the hour of truth.” Ibsen too wants to challenge culture. But “the light must come from the fire, not the fire from the light.” We must do more than speak society’s gospel back to itself baptised in Christian patois. “It is only the language of the Age that we must speak, not its Gospel.”

The Christian community must, of course, meet the world. But when we do so we must do more than merely greet it and pose an invitation. A crisis has to be forced, a crisis of the will, a confrontation of will and Will, of conscience and Conscience. And it is a crisis that ends in both the world and the Church being subdued, reconciled and redeemed. More than an invitation, the gospel is a command and an announcement. “We are tempted to forget,” Forsyth says, “that we have not, in the first place, either to impress the world or to save it, but heartily and mightily to confess in word and deed a Saviour who has done both.” “Half-gospels have no dignity, and no future,” Forsyth says. “Like the famous mule, they have neither pride of ancestry nor hope of posterity. We must make it clear that Christianity faces the world with terms, and does not simply suffuse it with a glow; that it crucifies the world, and does not merely consecrate it; that it recreates and does not just soothe or cheer it; that it is life from the dead, and not simply bracing for the weak or comfort for the sad.”

ACT 10: PURSUED BY A BEAR … [ENTER] SHEPHERD

Roy Attwood befittingly reminds us that the Creator of aesthetics calls his image bearers to be busy doing faithful aesthetic acts: “While the world may be busy pursuing ‘art for art’s sake’ or treating aesthetics like it rested on the bottom of the food chain, Christians should adorn their lives, their homes, their worship with humble acts of aesthetic faithfulness because they know the Creator and

---
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Lord of Aesthetics delights in them.” 149 In God’s first act of creation, God gave those who bear his image the capacity to also be creators, to offer back to God – everlastingly – faithful, and new, aesthetic acts for God’s glory and for the delight of our fellow creatures. From the very beginning, the Lord of Aesthetics called humanity to be busy aesthetically. This is our sacramental activity. But it awaited the ultimate revelation of God’s creativity, which concerned not the calling forth of creation in an act of creative love but in calling it back as a new creation in grace, to give art its true meaning. In him who is the Sacrament of God, Nature’s sacramentality is given its proper dignity and vocation.

Artists like Ibsen and Dostoevsky matter, not because they point upwards, nor because the creation has been inhabited by God, but because creation has been pursued by him, and redeemed by him, in God’s most creative and tragic act. “The real incarnation is not in Christ’s being made flesh for us, but in His being made sin for us!” 150 Only a Cross can make sense of an Incarnation. And only that which, above all, hallows God’s name in the creation, enthrones God’s holy love and “destroys guilt in grace” 151 can provide any stable footing for society, for the arts, or for communities of faith.

Forsyth is convinced that the Cross is where “all earth’s hues are not mere tints but jewels – not mere purpureal gleams, but enduring, precious foundation-stones.” 152 And he invites us to consider artists like Ibsen and Dostoevsky as such stones. Far from them being external and mechanical products that God could destroy and remake, God has so created that the very existence and certain future of these apostles, their word and their world, is intractably and eternally bound up with God’s own life and joy. The creation is considerably more than merely God’s property. It is God’s eternal delight and the communication partner of God’s redemptive love. It is this loving divine will that forms the basis for the affirmation of creation’s questions, materiality, and cultures, and justifies the Church’s mission in the world.

Art and sacrament, nature and grace, find their proper locus and voice only in the loving will and costly action of the Triune God in whom all creation lives, moves and finds itself. The divine secret, therefore, is neither with the philosopher nor with the poet-prophet. 153 And so whereas Ibsen can only identify the problem, Forsyth and Dostoevsky point us to Christ – the one Sacrament and Mediator between God and humanity. We would certainly be fools not to listen to and learn

150 Forsyth, Jesus, 25.
151 Forsyth, Justification, 107.
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153 Forsyth, Justification, 139. I am not here suggesting that we abandon philosophical enquiry. Nor am I suggesting that we adopt Sallie McFague’s idea that to do theology poetically means that we must conceive of Scripture not as a revelation of historical facts and theo-historical truth, but as mere human metaphor describing the divine-human relationship. Sallie McFague, Metaphorical Theology: Models of God in Religious Language (London: SCM Press, 1983).
from Ibsen and his ilk. But whereas in Ibsen we see a longing for home, only For-
syth’s gospel of blood-soaked grace can finally carry us there, and there to us.

The practical solution of life by the soul is outside life. The destiny of expe-
rience is beyond itself. The lines of life’s moral movement and of thought’s
*nisus* converge in a point beyond life and history … The key is in the Be-
yond; though not necessarily beyond death, but beyond the world of the
obvious, and palpable, and common-sensible. (Yea, beyond the inward it
really is.)
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